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Infusing sultry sounds and rich grooves, is Soul Button's latest EP ʻSwift Mindsʼ. It's his 
first Steyoyoke release for 2014 and once again, it's those soaring melodies and uplifting 
vibes that will have every deep  house lover feeling satisfied in no time. Comprising of two 
originals and two remixes from up and comers Dahu and Whomi, it is with no surprise that 
ʻSwift Mindsʼ is launched with much anticipation.

The title track ʻSwift Mindsʼ is both vibrant and bold, bringing with it a strong sense of 
great depth and beauty. Possessing a steady bass line and deep  haunting riffs, it is also 
delicately laced with the lullaby styled vocals of Kara Square. The power behind her voice, 
literally draws you in and attunes your ears to a chorus of divine whispers.

ʻ7th Heavenʼ is quickly defined by it's intensity and subtle progression. Creating a solid 
backdrop  of uplifting grooves, this track has the presence and strength to put a spell on 
you. Stabbing synths and hard hitting hats are complimented perfectly with an array of 
harmonious bells and chimes which wash over you like a melodic wave.

In a mirrored parallel of ʻSwift Mindsʼ, Whomi's remix maintains all the sultry 
characteristics of it's original. However it is a much punchier version, allowing for some of 
the tracks more unique features to surface. Expect darker soundscapes and intricately 
layered percussion.

The final track on ʻSwift Mindsʼ is Dahu's remix of ʻ7th Heavenʼ. Silver lined with authentic 
underground sounds, Dahu chooses a slightly more stripped back approach for this remix. 
Raw dark melodies and hefty  bass lines are the key elements in revealing this tracks inner 
twisted elegance.

TRACKLIST

1. Soul Button - Swift Minds feat. Kara Square (Original Mix)
2. Soul Button - 7th Heaven (Original Mix)
3. Soul Button - Swift Minds feat. Kara Square (Whomi Remix)
4. Soul Button - 7th Heaven (Dahu Remix)
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